SCC Minutes 10.6.2021 @ 6pm-7pm

- In attendance: Moliki Mulitalo (Admin), Joey Peterson (C), Alex Yrungaray (G), Maria Caraveo (P)(Ch)
- Minutes read by Moliki. No addition or adjustment made to the minutes.
- Alex Yrungaray shared with SCC HB58 Horizonte Behavior plan for this academic year. Detailed on all programs used to minimized the use of vape and tabaco products in our school. Q&A followed, and all concerns were discussed and addressed.
- Chair-person responsibility was discussed, and Maria is officially the Horizonte SCC Chair-person.
- Reviewed calendar for the coming month.
- Alibi- Topic of Advisory came up and concerns that Advisory starts 3rd Mini-term and it was not brought to SCC. Mo will staff this issue and possibly have a special SCC next week to share our Advisory Pilot Program with SCC.